Officially known as “Jingu,”
Ise Jingu is the collective name
for 125 jinja (shinto shrine).

The abundantly green precincts of Geku extend over about 89
hectares. Enshrining Toyouke Omikami, this sanctuary is dedicated
mainly to industry and food, clothing and shelter. This part of the
sacred circuit can feel like a relaxing stroll though dappled light
under the trees.

Ise Jingu literally “Jingu” is not a single jinja. The name refers to a
complex of 125 jinja that includes, besides the two main sanctuaries
of Geku and Naiku, another 14 betsu-gu, auxiliary jinja within the
central sancutaries, and 109 other peripheral jinja classified as
sessha, massha, and shokansha. Ise Jingu covers about 5,500
hectares. Its magnificent precincts occupy as much as one fifth of land
in Ise City.

Taka-no-Miya

Enshrined is the honorable spirit of
Toyouke-no-Ōmikami, a powerful deity
having a strong relationship with the
locals.

Tsuchi no Miya

Marked by ceremonies that have continued
for more than 1,300 years:
every 20 years, the kami (enshrined deities)
are transferred to renewed buildings.

The jinja is dedicated to the guardian
deity of the Geku. It is said to have
been enshrined here prior to that of the
Toyouke daijingu.

In a ceremony called Shikinen Sengu, the sacred treasures and other
paraphernalia are regularly renewed. All the sanctuary buildings are
rebuilt and the deities are transferred to the new structures. The first
Shikinen Sengu was performed in the fourth year of the Emperor Jito
(AD 690). Since then, apart from a short interruption during the
disturbances of the medieval wars, the ceremony has continued
regularly for more than 1,300 years. It remains one of the most
important rites. The culmination of a succession of various
ceremonies, it takes a eight full years to prepare for Sengu, which
marks the final transfer of the deities to renewed sanctuaries.

When you cross Uji Bridge, the extensive main sanctuary precincts
of Naiku are marked by a Japanese cypress, which serves as a torii
(gateway). The immense grounds, through which the Isuzu River
flows, include twelve auxiliary jinja as well as the main sanctuary
dedicated to Amaterasu Omikami.

Stand before the jinja
Enshrines the arami-tama (fierce spirit) of
Amaterasu Omikami. This is the primary
auxiliary jinja of Naiku. Many people believe
strongly in the special pewer of this jinja.
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Uji Police Box

Wi-ﬁ is available at Okage Yokocho。
FreeWiFi-MIE
【password】
welcomemie

Uji Urata Tourist Information Center
Uji Urata Tourism
Wi-Fi is available in the vicinity of the
Tourist Information Center.

FreeWiFi-MIE
【password】
welcomemie

jinja.

The same deity as at the Kaze no Miya jinja
of the Gekū is enshrined. During the Mongol
invasions of Japan, the deity is said to have
saved Japan by blowing ‘kamikaze’ divine
wind and thus, earned the faith of followers as
a savior of the nation.

